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Musician’s Code of Conduct 

  

I the undersigned,……………………………………………..………, In my capacity as a Father and a Natural Guardian  

to……………………………………………………, ( The Artist) Who’s a professional Musician and who undertakes to:   

  

1. Respect the intellectual property rights of others by paying a fair price for all music that I either 

download or otherwise obtain, unless I have the express consent of the owner of the recording and the 

songwriter(s).  

2. Respect the intellectual property rights of others by refraining from file sharing any music that I do 

not own the complete rights to or have permission to share from the copyright holders.  

3. Respect the efforts of all songwriters by not deliberately ‘borrowing’ music and/or lyrics composed by 

someone else and claiming them as my own.  

4. Give credit where credit is due in all matters of songwriting, recording and performing, recognizing 

the contributions of co-writers, arrangers, producers, engineers, studio musicians, vocalist and everyone 

else involved in the creative process of my music.  

5. Always be truthful when marketing my act or my music, avoiding all lies, exaggerations or 

misrepresentations of any kind.  

6. Always tells the truth when representing myself, my act or my music in any and all business dealings. I 

will avoid all lies, exaggerations or misrepresentations of any kind.  

7. Always pay my agents their due commissions for all gigs they book for me, and pay them within a 

reasonable time period. I will never bypass them on return engagements just so that I don’t have to pay 

the commission again.  

8. Always pay my management their rightfully due commissions and pay them within a reasonable time 

period. I will not sever ties with them or in any way cut them out of any deal that they were an integral 

part of developing or brokering just to avoid paying their due commission.  

9. Treat everyone on my team fairly in all matters, including compensation, benefits, recognition etc.  
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10. Take complete responsibility for any and all mistakes I make or if my words or actions cause 

someone else any form of harm for any reason.  

11. Always do things legally with regards to both my personal and business affairs.  

12. Respect my family by remaining faithful under all circumstances.  

13. Never mess with another person’s money.  

14. Respect my friends and associates by being truthful and forthright at all times, even if the truth 

hurts.  

15. Only pursue and/or accept gigs that I compete for fairly. I will never steal or try to steal a gig from 

another artist.  

16. Charge a fair price. I will avoid price gouging because I can take advantage of uninformed 

entertainment buyers.  

17. Charge a fair price and avoid seriously undercutting other competing acts of the same caliber just to 

keep them from working.  

18. Respect, appreciate, recognize, and when appropriate, compensate everyone who has had a hand in 

any success that I attain.  

19. Show the utmost respect and appreciation for my fans.  

20. Respect and protect the reputations of others as I would expect them to protect and respect my 

own. I will not slander or put down any other artist, songwriter or industry professional.  

21. Help other musicians be successful in any way that I can, just as others have helped me get to where 

I am today.  

22. Be a responsible local and global citizen and give back to the community whenever possible.  

23. Be a good, forthright, respected role model for children and young adults.  

24. Be someone the worldwide music community is proud to call one of its own.  

  

Father                   Mother                           Artist                                  Witness 1                                 Witness 2 
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Social Media Code of Conduct 

In order to ensure that this dialogue remains a positive experience for all participants, we ask all users to 

respect the following rules:  

  

Protect your privacy  

Please do not divulge confidential information about yourself or others. Any posts containing sensitive 

details such as addresses, e-mail addresses, telephone numbers, etc. about you or other people will be 

removed.  

Stay on-topic  

We are delighted to host all kinds of constructive discussion – as long as they are carried out in the right 

place. So please always write directly beneath the post upon which you wish to comment, and do not 

repeat the same content in other threads. Posts which are unrelated to the main topic may be removed.  

Respect other people’s views  

Avoid hateful, defamatory, obscene, discriminatory or insulting comments, photos or videos as well as 

posts that personally attack other participants in the discussion. Comments of this kind may be deleted. 

Racist and xenophobic comments will not be tolerated and will result in the user being banned.  

Do not advertise anything  

Avoid posting material which promotes yourself or others. We will remove all links, images and videos 

advertising people, products or services.  

Do not infringe the intellectual property rights of others  

  

Please do not post legally protected content to which you do not own the rights. Any logos, graphics, 

texts, images or videos which we find to be infringing copyright will be removed.  

  

Father                   Mother                           Artist                                  Witness 1                                 Witness 2 


